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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask the theologian i'm dr                                            
randy white it's tuesday                                                        
missed you yesterday hope you had a                                             
wonderful memorial day weekend and                                              
of course a time of remembering those                                           
who have sacrificed for us for which we                                         
are                                                                             
very grateful and we hope that there is                                         
a whole nother generation of people who                                         
are willing to                                                                  
say give me liberty or give me death                                            
whether it be                                                                   
around the world or here at home we're                                          
glad to have you today for biblical                                             
theological and worldview questions                                             
and uh want to just dive right in and                                           
get into                                                                        
those questions and let's start with our                                        
friend manuel who gives a very good                                             
question                                                                        
he always gives good questions and his                                          
question today has to do with colossians                                        
chapter 1                                                                       
verse 14. and uh in this                                                        
particular passage of scripture i'm                                             
going to get a little bigger for you so                                         
you can see it there                                                            
uh in fact let's go a little bigger                                             
still how's that uh                                                             
just bring it on up there we go uh you                                          
know i had a birthday over the weekend i                                        
need old people print                                                           
there we go uh colossians 114                                                   
in whom we have have redemption                                                 
through his blood even the forgiveness                                          
of sins now manuel's question                                                   
is is this redemption for the jews                                              
if so actually the question is in                                               
general is redemption for the jews                                              
uh and if so then colossians 1 14                                               
is not for us today will you explain                                            
this verse within its context now                                               
let me go back to a little bit of the                                           
context of the question i'm sure he's                                           
been                                                                            
listening to one or two of our                                                  
broadcasts and                                                                  
in those particular broadcasts i                                                
have said i've never done a full study                                          
on this so                                                                      
uh everyone's being kind and gracious                                           
till we get there                                                               
but i have said it seems to me like                                             
redemption or the word redeemed                                                 
is something that actually describes                                            
what god has done                                                               



for the jewish nation he bought                                                 
the jewish nation and then the jewish                                           
nation                                                                          
turned from him and now he's going to                                           
buy it back                                                                     
that's what redeemed is to buy back                                             
and i know we use it in a very general                                          
sense to talk about all of us being                                             
redeemed                                                                        
i'm just not sure that it's the best                                            
word for us to use now                                                          
i would not uh you know take take the                                           
ruler and                                                                       
uh i can't reach the ruler it's over                                            
there at the other end of the table but                                         
uh                                                                              
to uh you know slap him on the hand and                                         
say shame on you for doing this                                                 
i wouldn't uh i wouldn't go that far                                            
because 20 minutes ago i used the word                                          
that way                                                                        
and yet i would say those of us who                                             
preach and teach the bible ought to try                                         
to speak                                                                        
biblically i think we could lay a case                                          
again i haven't done it i think we could                                        
lay the case to say                                                             
redemption is always used of the jews                                           
now                                                                             
let's just take that as the assumption                                          
you can question the assumption                                                 
but let's take that as the assumption                                           
then we come to colossians chapter 1                                            
verse 14                                                                        
and we would have to say as manuel says                                         
if redemption is for the jews                                                   
colossians 1 14 cannot be for us                                                
colossians 1 14                                                                 
in whom we have redemption                                                      
have redemption through his blood even                                          
the forgiveness of sins now                                                     
i might uh say i haven't used this                                              
illustration in a while here we go                                              
uh i might remind you that things which                                         
are similar                                                                     
are not the same and it certainly                                               
is similar that you and i                                                       
have forgiveness of sins through his                                            
blood                                                                           
so are you and i redeemed                                                       
why that looks so similar maybe it's the                                        
same thing                                                                      
but maybe it actually is not the same                                           
thing                                                                           
and we need to study and consider it now                                        
let's uh let's uh take a look then                                              
here in whom we have redemption through                                         
his blood even the forgiveness of sins                                          
let me just say as i as i uh back my way                                        
into this                                                                       
maybe all of that preliminary that i                                            
have said                                                                       



about redemption maybe you don't even                                           
need that                                                                       
the question we want now is is                                                  
colossians chapter 1 verse 14                                                   
in its context is it for us                                                     
now there are many people                                                       
in the dispensational and i would even                                          
say in the right dividing world                                                 
that say paul wrote it it is for us                                             
you remember that i think we have to be                                         
careful with paul                                                               
in that we have to rightly divide his                                           
word he goes to the jew first and also                                          
to the greeks so                                                                
which one is he at here so in its                                               
context                                                                         
is colossians chapter 1 verse 14 a                                              
passage which is for us                                                         
okay let's go back to the context the                                           
best way                                                                        
i think to begin to answer this is to                                           
uh look at the pronouns you know that i                                         
am i saw a phrase the other day i really                                        
loved i was going to remember it now                                            
i've forgotten it                                                               
but uh i am a lover of pronouns i'll go                                         
back and find it that was a great term                                          
that somebody used                                                              
uh and i told them i was going to steal                                         
it the problem is i didn't write it down                                        
and so it was stolen from me but                                                
pronouns are                                                                    
king so who is                                                                  
we in whom we have redemption through                                           
his blood the forgiveness of sins                                               
somebody has redemption through his                                             
blood the forgiveness of sins no doubt                                          
now since we're early enough here in                                            
colossians let's just back                                                      
up and let's go to verse one and look at                                        
these uh                                                                        
quickly uh verse one he tells uh who                                            
it's from                                                                       
paul and timothy uh verse two he says                                           
who it is to                                                                    
to the saints and and                                                           
means addition to to the saints and in                                          
addition to the saints also the faithful                                        
brethren                                                                        
it looks like two groups of people you                                          
say no no no no no no                                                           
no no no those are the same people uh                                           
well here                                                                       
he has grace and peace which of course                                          
no they're not the same thing there's                                           
grace and there's peace                                                         
and there's saints and there's faithful                                         
right so i suspect                                                              
that oh by the way there's paul and                                             
there's timothy                                                                 
so how do we say paul and                                                       
timothy grace and peace                                                         



strength we have to say it just by                                              
swallowing too much evangelicalism and                                          
being a parrot                                                                  
that we we swallowed all the christian                                          
history that told us that                                                       
and and here you know the the word and                                          
the conjunction really joins those two                                          
things together                                                                 
i'm it's from paul and timothy                                                  
giving grace and peace to the saints                                            
and the faithful brethren two different                                         
groups of people                                                                
and now even if you don't buy that you                                          
still have to say                                                               
okay uh i suspect maybe there's two                                             
groups of uh people here but                                                    
it's not our argument's not going to                                            
rest upon it                                                                    
you know if it was you and i having a                                           
green chili cheeseburger together then i                                        
would say                                                                       
let's deal with it you know how do you                                          
deal with that but uh                                                           
so we go along and he says                                                      
we give thanks now this is the first                                            
time                                                                            
that we've had this first person plural                                         
we                                                                              
give thanks to god and the father of our                                        
lord                                                                            
jesus christ praying for you                                                    
okay we've got a we and we've got a                                             
you that's helpful now we can                                                   
begin to to uh dissect these a little                                           
bit                                                                             
i would say at simplest here                                                    
we're going to say we is paul and                                               
timothy                                                                         
you are the colossians but let's go                                             
along                                                                           
since we heard of your faith                                                    
now i want to build a case here wouldn't                                        
you agree                                                                       
that in those two verses we and you                                             
are not the same people we                                                      
heard of your faith                                                             
and we give thanks for you                                                      
we heard of your faith and the love                                             
which ye have and i realize that's uh                                           
inserted there but it uh comes upon uh                                          
the verb and so it's uh totally                                                 
appropriate                                                                     
so the love which ye have to all the                                            
saints which of course is everybody i                                           
mean everybody who's a christian                                                
obviously                                                                       
no obviously not so you                                                         
have a love for the saints for the hope                                         
which is laid up for you in heaven                                              
ah you have a hope in heaven wherefore                                          
ye heard of the ye heard                                                        
before in the word of the truth of the                                          



gospel                                                                          
which gospel has come to you as it is in                                        
all the world                                                                   
and bringeth forth fruit as it does also                                        
in you                                                                          
since the day ye heard of it and knew                                           
the grace of god                                                                
in truth and ye also learned of epaphras                                        
our dear fellow servant who is for                                              
you a faithful minister in christ who                                           
also declared unto                                                              
us your love in the spirit now so far                                           
wouldn't you agree this is pretty clear                                         
you and us you and us you and us you                                            
and you know you and we are those the                                           
same people                                                                     
no you couldn't build a case which says                                         
they're the same people there's you                                             
there's                                                                         
us who whatever the identity is there's                                         
you there's us very consistently                                                
uh here we're up to verse                                                       
seven so uh our fellow servant who                                              
is for you a different people our news                                          
not the same people otherwise he would                                          
use the same pronoun                                                            
verse 8 who also declared unto                                                  
us your love in the spirit                                                      
for this cause we we happens to be                                              
us you happens to be you right                                                  
for this cause we also since the day we                                         
heard of it do not cease to pray for you                                        
and to desire that ye might be filled                                           
with the knowledge of his will and all                                          
wisdom and spiritual understanding                                              
that ye walk worthy of the lord unto all                                        
blessing                                                                        
being being fruitful in every good work                                         
and increasing in the knowledge of god                                          
strengthened with all might according to                                        
his glorious power and to all the                                               
patients and long-suffering                                                     
giving thanks which hath made us                                                
not you but here they've been                                                   
they've been thankful and praying for                                           
you                                                                             
that you might walk worthy being                                                
fruitful                                                                        
increasing in the knowledge strengthened                                        
with all might                                                                  
unto all patients long-suffering giving                                         
thanks to the father                                                            
which made us to be partakers of the                                            
inheritance of the saints in light                                              
who hath delivered us from the power of                                         
darkness                                                                        
and hath translated us into the kingdom                                         
of his dear son                                                                 
in whom we have redemption through his                                          
blood                                                                           
even the forgiveness of sins now earlier                                        
there were these uh what what                                                   



verse is it uh verse verse 5                                                    
the hope which is laid up for you                                               
in heaven but in verse 13                                                       
he's made us to be partakers                                                    
of the inheritance and had delivered us                                         
from the power of darkness                                                      
into the kingdom of his dear son looks                                          
like one group has heavenly blessings                                           
you have heavenly blessings we                                                  
have been transferred into the kingdom                                          
of his dear son now                                                             
we have heavenly blessings you have                                             
heavenly blessings we all have heavenly                                         
blessings because we                                                            
are you and you are we or                                                       
you could say he has delivered me                                               
into the power of into the kingdom of                                           
his darkness he's delivered you into the                                        
kingdom of darkness because we                                                  
ye you ye thy thee thou                                                         
us them it's all the same actually you                                          
could say                                                                       
pronouns really don't mean anything                                             
you could say pronouns are just very                                            
general words that mean                                                         
anybody but there's no book on                                                  
earth in which pronouns don't mean                                              
anything                                                                        
and here it's really clear that in                                              
colossians chapter 1                                                            
there is a you for whom there are                                               
certain                                                                         
uh gratitudes and prayers and blessings                                         
and there is a we                                                               
for whom there are certain blessings and                                        
activities                                                                      
don't mix those together now if you want                                        
to                                                                              
argue that you                                                                  
have been transferred into the kingdom                                          
of his dear son find a scripture that                                           
says that                                                                       
i said that's that that should be easy                                          
right                                                                           
it's not i think what we've got here                                            
is there is at least the indication in                                          
this                                                                            
study that we should embark upon there                                          
is the indication that redemption is                                            
limited                                                                         
now from from colossians chapter one i                                          
don't think we could build                                                      
the case solidly to say that uh                                                 
redemption is for the jews                                                      
i think that in colossians chapter 1 we                                         
would have to say                                                               
it sure sounds suspicious that he hasn't                                        
given redemption to everyone why                                                
again in verse 14 did he not say in                                             
whom you have redemption through his                                            
blood                                                                           
even the forgiveness of sins but he                                             



didn't say that he said we                                                      
now it's a little difficult uh we could                                         
limit it mostly to paul and timothy here                                        
in this context this is why i think                                             
colossians chapter one is not going to                                          
totally answer our question                                                     
but it ought to say there's enough                                              
difference between you                                                          
and we in colossians chapter one                                                
and i don't appear to be                                                        
part of the we in colossians chapter one                                        
whoever you and we are i think that we                                          
we would have to say that manuel and                                            
randy                                                                           
belong more to the you than to the we                                           
and                                                                             
therefore when he says in whom we                                               
have redemption through his blood i                                             
might have to say i'm not going to                                              
preach that directly towards                                                    
me now it is true that i have                                                   
forgiveness                                                                     
of sins through his blood uh                                                    
but is that verse talking about me                                              
and is the redemption talking about me                                          
are these things that are similar                                               
and not the same so then with that                                              
with that uh dilemma in my mind studying                                        
colossians                                                                      
then i would proceed to say okay i've                                           
got to do                                                                       
a study of the word redemption i've got                                         
to look at all the times that                                                   
is used i've got to see if it is                                                
limited to a certain group of people                                            
this by the way i think is where the                                            
calvinist                                                                       
i'm certainly not a calvinist but it's                                          
where the calvinists come up with                                               
limited atonement                                                               
they take passages like this they                                               
quite sloppily apply them to the church                                         
and all christians today and everybody                                          
everywhere                                                                      
and say not everybody has redemption                                            
because they                                                                    
studied enough they just they just cut                                          
short                                                                           
and didn't carry that out through to                                            
completion and then built their man-made                                        
doctrine upon it but they've studied it                                         
enough to see                                                                   
there is some kind of a limitation here                                         
and                                                                             
then those of those who are evangelicals                                        
uh who unfortunately have tended not to                                         
have any interest in using their brain                                          
in the last four years they just                                                
go along with it and swallow it and                                             
that's why evangelicalism is just being                                         
eaten up by calvinism i hope that uh                                            
helps once again                                                                



manuel i i would say pretty clearly on                                          
this                                                                            
that that's just an introduction to what                                        
needs to be a much longer study and i                                           
think that uh we will                                                           
get uh there i appreciate uh that okay                                          
let's come uh to uh                                                             
dan's question welcome to ask the                                               
theologian today by the way if you're                                           
just joining us i'm glad on this tuesday                                        
that uh you are here before i get to                                            
dan's question let me say                                                       
uh this book is going to be on sale this                                        
week                                                                            
40 questions about islam some of you who                                        
may                                                                             
have questions about islam here's 40 of                                         
them                                                                            
not necessarily a dispensational book                                           
but it's not really on a dispensational                                         
topic anyway                                                                    
it's a conservative book as it                                                  
deals with islam it's a it's a fact book                                        
so                                                                              
if you are interested in learning about                                         
islam some of the things about                                                  
evangelism in islam that is uh                                                  
that are problematic i think like dreams                                        
and visions and whatnot                                                         
and the camel method and some of that                                           
speaks uh to that                                                               
in here and um let's see                                                        
uh i don't have the price in front of me                                        
and it's not even on the website yet                                            
it'll go later today                                                            
and then it'll be on sale for 30 off the                                        
cover price i want to say it's 21.99                                            
and then you get 30 off of that and let                                         
me say there's also going to be a number                                        
of other books on sale this week as a                                           
memorial day                                                                    
special one of them will be this book                                           
which will be 40 percent off handbook of                                        
biblical chronology                                                             
i've talked about it before i really                                            
like that so watch dispensational                                               
publishing                                                                      
and hopefully you get your emails on                                            
that because there's going to be some                                           
good sales this week it'll be a good                                            
week to                                                                         
do some things dan in arizona                                                   
uh says if jesus is the mediator between                                        
god and man                                                                     
then how could psalm 91 bypass jesus                                            
and have god go directly                                                        
to the 144 000 as                                                               
stated sunday um                                                                
let's look                                                                      
first of all um                                                                 
the book of uh hebrews                                                          
about the mediator                                                              



uh here we go well that's uh first                                              
timothy chapter two is the passage                                              
uh that uh you refer to for there is one                                        
god and one mediator                                                            
between god and men                                                             
the man christ jesus who gave himself a                                         
ransom for                                                                      
all to be testified in due                                                      
time who will have all men to be saved                                          
to come to the knowledge of                                                     
the truth there's one god and one                                               
mediator messi mesitas                                                          
between god and men now i was thinking                                          
hebrews                                                                         
and actually hebrews talks about the                                            
mediator of the new covenant                                                    
and that is between the old covenant and                                        
the new covenant                                                                
there's this mediator and here's this                                           
mediator between god                                                            
and man one between god and man so                                              
with uh that then if jesus is the                                               
mediator between god and man                                                    
how could psalm 91 bypass                                                       
jesus and have god go directly to the                                           
144th                                                                           
000 and of course uh psalm 91 begins                                            
with those famous words he that dwelleth                                        
in the secret place                                                             
of the most high shall abide                                                    
under the shadow of the almighty now                                            
uh what it does actually get into some                                          
interesting things here that we didn't                                          
go in                                                                           
on sunday uh i will say                                                         
to the lord uh this is yahweh here we                                           
know that because the king james puts it                                        
in all capital letters all the way                                              
through                                                                         
as it does always with with the word                                            
yahweh however it's translated i will                                           
say to                                                                          
yahweh he is my refuge                                                          
and my fortress my god in him                                                   
who i i trust now this                                                          
it i think that if you look at it                                               
closely it does not actually say                                                
i will say to the almighty                                                      
i think you can build the case that                                             
there's quite a few times when yahweh                                           
is not god the father but is god the son                                        
so dwelling in the secret place                                                 
of the almighty i think that would have                                         
to be god the father                                                            
but i will say to the lord let's just                                           
substitute here and see if it works i                                           
will say to the lord jesus christ                                               
he is my refuge and my fortress my god                                          
in him will i trust this is what we                                             
expect of the jewish people in the end                                          
days is to mourn him whom they appear to                                        
repent of the of the sin which they                                             



committed and calvary to uh                                                     
uh bring that uh uh back around to                                              
fruition and to place their trust in him                                        
uh                                                                              
surely jesus will deliver thee from the                                         
snare of the fowler from the noisome                                            
pestilence                                                                      
jesus will cover thee with his feathers                                         
and under his wings shalt thou                                                  
trust jesus's truth shall be thou                                               
buckler                                                                         
not afraid nor in darkness a thousand                                           
ten thousand um only with thine                                                 
eyes shalt thou behold okay they're                                             
gonna see the things that take place in                                         
the                                                                             
tribulation only with the eyes however                                          
they'll                                                                         
not experience it because thou has made                                         
yahweh which is my refuge                                                       
even the most high thy habitation                                               
now uh we would want to                                                         
deal with this verse but i think you                                            
could                                                                           
yahweh my refuge that goes back to verse                                        
two even the most high                                                          
that goes back to verse one uh so you've                                        
got a                                                                           
you've got them working together but                                            
yahweh                                                                          
working together and going on                                                   
for he uh no evil shall befall thee                                             
for he shall give his angels um                                                 
you let's see who who is he                                                     
he shall give his angels charge over                                            
thee                                                                            
to keep thee in all their ways uh we                                            
would want to look at that more closely                                         
but could we say that he                                                        
is jesus and does jesus have                                                    
angels he uh could have called ten                                              
legions of angels                                                               
says in the book of matthew so                                                  
uh and and there is in the book of                                              
revelation                                                                      
um chapter 1 i want to say it is                                                
refers to his angel                                                             
singular so he could have called ten                                            
legions of angels                                                               
i want to say ten thousand angels                                               
because the song uh                                                             
he uh uh he could give his angels i                                             
think it still works for uh jesus christ                                        
uh to bear thee up in their hands lest                                          
that dash their foot treading                                                   
he has set his love upon me                                                     
therefore will i deliver him                                                    
okay i think here we're talking about                                           
uh the man the one                                                              
let's say one of the 144 000 has set his                                        
love upon                                                                       
me the lord                                                                     



therefore i will deliver him the man                                            
uh i will set him on high because he                                            
have known my name                                                              
he shall call upon me and i will answer                                         
him i will be with him in trouble                                               
and deliver him and honor him                                                   
and this could probably go either way                                           
because you're calling                                                          
uh through through the lord jesus christ                                        
so to speak                                                                     
and that uh you know call upon me and i                                         
will answer you                                                                 
uh show you great mighty things which                                           
you know not of uh borrow from                                                  
is that ezekiel or jeremiah                                                     
so i think with some work we see                                                
jesus in psalm 91. now it's not going to                                        
be right on the surface like we would                                           
expect say                                                                      
in the book of revelation or anywhere in                                        
the new testament                                                               
because uh the second person of the                                             
trinity                                                                         
is not named but we see the second                                              
person of the trinity                                                           
uh very consistently                                                            
in the psalms and in the old testament                                          
for example psalm 110                                                           
the lord said unto my lord okay lord                                            
lord uh the lord said unto my lord sit                                          
thou                                                                            
at my right hand until i make thine                                             
enemies a footstool the lord shall send                                         
the rod and                                                                     
strengthen uh goes on through and you                                           
have both                                                                       
lords there at the same time so                                                 
uh excellent question you've been                                               
listening i think we could dig into that                                        
i think we could find some                                                      
things that would uh                                                            
would carry uh that out and would                                               
accomplish uh some things uh                                                    
for us uh here okay uh                                                          
let's go to bev up in wisconsin                                                 
who says do you remember the book                                               
foreign devil in china by                                                       
ruth bell graham um                                                             
i remember                                                                      
um the                                                                          
name and it if i'm not mistaken                                                 
it uh was a a book about her dad wasn't                                         
it um                                                                           
and um                                                                          
nelson graham perhaps he was a                                                  
doctor um                                                                       
let's see here's the billy graham                                               
bookstore                                                                       
let's uh check this out um                                                      
and uh let's uh see here                                                        
remarkable story of ruth bill graham's                                          
father will grip your heart and inspire                                         



trust in god who's always faithful to                                           
those who serve him                                                             
okay uh i'd i've never read the book                                            
i just vaguely remembered that she wrote                                        
the book and it was a book about her dad                                        
who was a missionary of course in china                                         
uh he was a presbyterian as i recall                                            
and uh let's see if we can see                                                  
um when                                                                         
mid-19th century there is a wikipedia                                           
page on him                                                                     
so let's see he died in 19 okay 1894 to                                         
1973 medical missionary in china                                                
father-in-law famous billy graham                                               
um so i was trying to see when                                                  
he went but it would have been the uh                                           
say                                                                             
20s uh to the                                                                   
it this would have been                                                         
yeah that would be a an interesting uh                                          
paragraph right here i'm not going to                                           
take the time to read it right here                                             
but he was involved as a missionary in                                          
the presbyterian church during the time                                         
the presbyterian church was                                                     
uh splitting basically over uh religious                                        
liberalism                                                                      
and conservatism and the liberalism that                                        
was in the presbyterian church at that                                          
time was just                                                                   
um not not even just kind of social                                             
justice stuff it was stuff                                                      
of denying the virgin birth denying the                                         
miracles everything else it was                                                 
as crazy liberal as you can get and the                                         
presbyterian church of america                                                  
came out of that uh but all of that to                                          
say                                                                             
that would have been uh it's it's hard                                          
to tell on                                                                      
nelson graham we'd have to look into his                                        
works he could have                                                             
actually been a dispensationalist uh of                                         
the line                                                                        
of say a louis berry chafer and even a                                          
scofield                                                                        
uh who had some presbyterian                                                    
more congregationalist background                                               
and as we've talked about before there                                          
were a number of                                                                
presbyterians in 100 years ago                                                  
in in theology this is why there's some                                         
calvinistic dispensationalism                                                   
i think they forgot to be ever reforming                                        
i think they dropped the ball along the                                         
way                                                                             
i think that they should have rid                                               
themselves of their presbyterianism                                             
denominationalism is a hard thing to get                                        
rid of i can tell you                                                           
it gets into your uh to your blood veins                                        
and makes it uh difficult to uh                                                 



to to get out but truth is i don't know                                         
much about                                                                      
nelson belt my guess is that                                                    
he was at least mildly                                                          
dispensationalist but had some degree of                                        
evangelistic calvinism that is he                                               
probably was a mixed up calvinist                                               
but perhaps did a a pretty decent work                                          
now pretty decent work even                                                     
theologically                                                                   
now with that let me add one thing                                              
however                                                                         
uh always in the mission field this was                                         
true 150 years ago it's true today                                              
uh it even gets true when you look into                                         
those like hudson taylor and ada nyrum                                          
judson and some of the great                                                    
missionaries of the past                                                        
they're almost always and maybe always                                          
was a an expectancy                                                             
of the continued work of god today                                              
they did not understand the book we've                                          
got uh                                                                          
coming out the silence of god renewed                                           
for this 21st century                                                           
they they they thought this was still a                                         
day of miracles but                                                             
they were stayed presbyterians and so                                           
they couldn't speak in tongues and some                                         
of that                                                                         
they really didn't have that ability but                                        
because of that there may be an undue                                           
emphasis                                                                        
on um                                                                           
the the the um the supernatural                                                 
provisions                                                                      
let's say of the lord uh rather than                                            
the uh good hard work of uh                                                     
bible-believing people who believe that                                         
faith cometh by hearing and how shall                                           
they hear unless there's a preacher and                                         
how shall they be a preacher unless                                             
there's one cent                                                                
you know just a moment ago when i talked                                        
about an undue                                                                  
dependence upon the supernatural is a                                           
supernatural work of god i'm sure                                               
there's some who say oh my goodness wait                                        
wait don't go there we've got to trust                                          
in the supernatural work of god                                                 
but the truth is that when it comes down                                        
to it those of us who are not                                                   
charismatics and who                                                            
even rightly divide the word of truth we                                        
do                                                                              
just as much and as effective work and                                          
maybe more                                                                      
than those who are relying on this                                              
supernatural work what do we do                                                 
we just say we've got to preach the                                             
gospel                                                                          
and preaching the gospel how do we do                                           



that we've got to proclaim the gospel                                           
and so what do we need we need a mouth                                          
that is moving                                                                  
uh with the right theology and so we get                                        
the                                                                             
the brain trained and the mouth working                                         
and then                                                                        
we uh uh we uh we take up an offering                                           
and we take the money and we say now you                                        
will go to china and your mouth will                                            
move                                                                            
and you will preach the gospel of jesus                                         
christ                                                                          
that is a that that is an approach which                                        
says                                                                            
i don't have to rely upon the                                                   
supernatural work of god                                                        
i've got the supernatural work of god                                           
and now i'm going to go and proclaim                                            
the supernatural work of god i'm going                                          
to do it through shortwave radio i'm                                            
going to do it through uh                                                       
radio broadcasts i'm going to do it                                             
through the internet i'm going to do it                                         
through gospel tracks i'm going to do it                                        
through                                                                         
you know people handing out literature                                          
i'm going to do it by                                                           
the printing and distribution of bibles                                         
because uh                                                                      
the the the word of god doesn't come                                            
back void i'm going to do it through the                                        
sending of missionaries                                                         
and sometimes those missionaries like                                           
nelson bell are going to go as doctors                                          
and they're going to use that as dr tom                                         
on our program does in cambodia                                                 
and there's there's there's not that                                            
uh reliance upon the supernatural                                               
because we're relying on the                                                    
supernatural                                                                    
that's a good way to get myself in                                              
trouble with going into all that when                                           
you just                                                                        
asked me if i remembered a book i would                                         
have                                                                            
been a lot better off politically to say                                        
no                                                                              
but i didn't do that i never do that do                                         
i uh because we                                                                 
uh question the assumptions uh let's                                            
go to uh pastor rick out in                                                     
california assuming the falling away and                                        
second                                                                          
thessalonians chapter 2 verse 3 is the                                          
rapture                                                                         
do you still believe that the age of                                            
grace will end                                                                  
in apostasy if so what passages                                                 
would you use to                                                                
uh to to develop that position                                                  
i am once again                                                                 



going to take a little bit of a minority                                        
position                                                                        
uh and once again i'm going to say this                                         
deserves questioning the assumptions in                                         
further study                                                                   
it has been almost universally taught                                           
that there must be apostasy                                                     
prior to the rapture                                                            
however if you do teach that you really                                         
cannot                                                                          
teach eminence                                                                  
that is the the possible any moment                                             
now rapture unless                                                              
you go down and every generation says                                           
we are in apostasy therefore it could                                           
happen                                                                          
now in which case it is very hard to                                            
ever get a real definition                                                      
of apostasy apostasy is a hard thing to                                         
measure                                                                         
you almost have to measure it based upon                                        
historical norms i don't like that                                              
because you really ought to measure                                             
based upon the truth                                                            
so how far has the church gotten from                                           
the truth                                                                       
you could argue that                                                            
maybe in its earliest days                                                      
the body of christ was faithful to the                                          
revelation of paul                                                              
and we're holding to it but even by the                                         
close of the scripture                                                          
paul is saying they've all left me                                              
so maybe apostasy starts then and then                                          
it's true that it's always been an apost                                        
in apostasy and and you take the church                                         
as a larger picture here                                                        
and certainly by the time you get into                                          
the third century                                                               
the garbage that was coming out of the                                          
church uh the                                                                   
bad theology the the failure to rightly                                         
divide the replacement theology the                                             
kingdom theology                                                                
was so perverted that it's hard to even                                         
call it the church                                                              
and that reigned all the way up until                                           
i don't know the late uh the mid let's                                          
even go to the 1800s                                                            
when you had a revival of people who are                                        
actually just reading the word and going                                        
from that                                                                       
and yet that was often kind of mixed up                                         
and confused a little bit as well                                               
so has it always been apostasy in which                                         
case                                                                            
then we the way we talk about it isn't                                          
really true that                                                                
you know the last days there's going to                                         
be apostasy uh                                                                  
but we really mean there's been apostasy                                        
for the last uh                                                                 



1900 years uh so                                                                
we we we need to have this imminence for                                        
the rapture                                                                     
uh now is the church an apostasy today                                          
i think there's a lot of ways you could                                         
certainly argue that                                                            
um you know most in our                                                         
circle here would have a hard time even                                         
finding a local church in their                                                 
community that                                                                  
uh teaches the word of god especially                                           
the word of god rightly divided                                                 
uh it's the you you have to drive you                                           
know 30 40 50 100 miles in order to find                                        
uh one of these churches many many do uh                                        
so yeah you could argue the church is in                                        
apostasy but                                                                    
flip side of that is i see                                                      
a lot of little groups coming up that                                           
are saying you know what                                                        
we understand what the word says and we                                         
understand the church is messed up but                                          
there's a really a growth of a desire                                           
for bible study                                                                 
and for bible study rightly device so my                                        
point is there                                                                  
is this apostasy or is it not apostasy                                          
if this is not apostasy                                                         
then the rapture can't happen yet if we                                         
take this case that apostasy has to                                             
happen                                                                          
now let's go back with all of that once                                         
again that was a lot of background                                              
material                                                                        
uh but let's go ahead and take                                                  
2 thessalonians chapter 2 verse 3 as                                            
rick does in the                                                                
presumption of his question let's take                                          
that as a rapture                                                               
so uh second                                                                    
uh thessalonians chapter 2                                                      
verse 3 let no man deceive you by any                                           
means                                                                           
for that day shall not come except there                                        
come a rapture                                                                  
first falling away except there come a                                          
rapture first                                                                   
that the man of sin be revealed the son                                         
of perdition now that uh                                                        
uh if you're curious about the following                                        
way dr andy woods has written a                                                 
lovely little book by a wonderful                                               
publisher in taos new mexico                                                    
and uh he writes he he gives an                                                 
argument for it being rapture but that's                                        
what we're accepting                                                            
in the question here uh that                                                    
second thessalonians 2 3 is the rapture                                         
so                                                                              
then do we have any other passages of                                           
scripture upon                                                                  
which to say there is going to be                                               



apostasy                                                                        
i think that the one that comes to mind                                         
is first timothy chapter four verse one                                         
now the spirit speaketh expressly that                                          
in the latter times some shall depart                                           
from the faith                                                                  
giving heed to seducing spirits                                                 
and doctrines of devils and speaking                                            
lies and hypocrisy                                                              
okay now the the challenge is                                                   
when you get down here like if we just                                          
want to take this part here                                                     
yeah that sounds like today all right                                           
here we are                                                                     
but then it goes uh goes on excuse me it                                        
goes on to say uh forbidding to marry                                           
uh we're not getting much of that                                               
abstaining from meats                                                           
well not uh no                                                                  
not among the baptists but there's some                                         
liberal uh crowds around that                                                   
are trying to teach that somehow                                                
and goes on to talk about                                                       
some you know profane fables and whatnot                                        
but this abstaining from meats and                                              
forbidding to mary we don't really see                                          
that                                                                            
in the you you'd have to look very                                              
hard to find a local church that                                                
actually teaches that                                                           
you can find an individual perhaps that                                         
teaches that                                                                    
but to find a church a movement a                                               
network a fellowship                                                            
a denomination that teaches that i don't                                        
know of any                                                                     
so then if you take again first timothy                                         
chapter four verse one and say                                                  
this has to happen prior to the rapture                                         
but we don't know anybody who's                                                 
forbidding to marry                                                             
then we would have to say the rapture                                           
cannot happen today                                                             
which gives up eminence imminence which                                         
i think is a                                                                    
there's a more fundamental issue of the                                         
rapture and of this age                                                         
now i really have said i've waffled on                                          
it a little bit because of this                                                 
scripture                                                                       
but i've said some in the past that                                             
there is no prophecy for this                                                   
age uh that uh what we have                                                     
is uh a situation in which                                                      
there is uh                                                                     
the giving of the church is a mystery                                           
it'll end as a mystery nothing about it                                         
prophetically unless this is it                                                 
so the rapture obviously is prophesied                                          
and                                                                             
maybe this is prophesied that the spirit                                        
express uh speaketh expressly                                                   



that is clear the problem is apostasy                                           
within the church is                                                            
not clear and if he's speaking expressly                                        
then it seems like we ought to                                                  
be able to use some of these clear                                              
things like forbidding a marriage and                                           
say                                                                             
when churches are preaching a forbidding                                        
bitterness of marriage                                                          
then we're there because the spirit                                             
spoke how expressly                                                             
now i think that                                                                
you could build a case i haven't done it                                        
once again i'm going to say i've got to                                         
do this study somewhere like we started                                         
the program on redemption                                                       
but i think you could build the case to                                         
say                                                                             
that these words in first timothy                                               
chapter 4                                                                       
about the latter times are actually                                             
the latter times after the church age                                           
here is what is going to come in the                                            
future                                                                          
now that is not to say that the church                                          
is always going to be                                                           
pristinely pure it's clearly not and                                            
paul warns in another place you know to                                         
the ephesians after i                                                           
after i leave ravenous wolves will come                                         
and                                                                             
are we in an age in which there are                                             
ravenous wolves i think so i saw an                                             
excellent article today on world news                                           
daily                                                                           
uh someone had uh posted it on their                                            
facebook                                                                        
and uh so i don't know i assume it's                                            
fairly recent it's about coronavirus so                                         
it must be                                                                      
but it basically talked about how you                                           
know the                                                                        
one of the problems with the giving away                                        
of liberties we have today is because                                           
pastors have                                                                    
uh uh paved the road they put put out                                           
the red carpet for                                                              
uh uh christians to be sheep                                                    
yeah and that's ravenous wolves shame on                                        
pastors for                                                                     
doing such a thing but it's exactly                                             
uh what i think has happened uh so                                              
uh you know again coming coming back to                                         
your question assuming that falling away                                        
is the rapture do you still believe that                                        
the age of grace will end in apostasy                                           
i would not teach that                                                          
i would be open to hearing a case but                                           
what i would teach                                                              
is that the age of grace ends in rapture                                        
and                                                                             
that could be boom right now uh                                                 



and uh so i                                                                     
i wouldn't try to build that argument                                           
of apostasy um                                                                  
we'll question the assumptions on it and                                        
uh                                                                              
keep going i don't know you're out in                                           
california is there a lot of apostasy                                           
going on                                                                        
uh there or not                                                                 
um let's uh                                                                     
uh let's go to uh our friend uh                                                 
phil who's got a question what's the                                            
unpardonable                                                                    
sin in matthew chapter 12 verses 31                                             
and 32 and                                                                      
can it be committed in the dispensation                                         
of                                                                              
grace whosoever speaketh a word against                                         
the son of man it shall be forgiven him                                         
but whosoever speaketh against the holy                                         
ghost it shall not be forgiven him                                              
neither in this world neither in the                                            
world to come                                                                   
ah that's verse 30 32 but                                                       
verse 31 and 32 speak about this                                                
sin and blasphemy of the holy ghost                                             
which shall not be forgiven                                                     
in men i think that                                                             
the blasphemy of the holy ghost                                                 
is a sin that has already                                                       
been committed and is not                                                       
something that can be committed in                                              
the dispensation of grace there is                                              
something in the dispensation of grace                                          
that is similar but it is                                                       
not the same and                                                                
uh we don't want to confuse it as the                                           
same                                                                            
so what is it                                                                   
in the book of matthew jesus is being                                           
presented as the king                                                           
they reject jesus as the king we could                                          
also say as the messiah                                                         
they reject jesus as messiah king                                               
and jesus is saying you can                                                     
sin against the son of man                                                      
and it will be forgiven in fact on the                                          
cross                                                                           
jesus said father forgive them                                                  
but if the holy ghost                                                           
comes and you sin against him                                                   
what if you do the same thing with the                                          
holy ghost as you do with jesus christ                                          
he says                                                                         
that cannot be forgiven that's your                                             
second chance that's it                                                         
in a sense you could say that's your                                            
your third chance because this is                                               
american baseball                                                               
right and the first chance was of the                                           
father the second chance was of the son                                         
the third and final chance is with the                                          



holy ghost now they rejected the father                                         
we see that you know they sent the                                              
prophets and they killed the prophets                                           
and                                                                             
uh those things they rejected the son on                                        
the cross                                                                       
now the holy ghost comes and in the                                             
unbelievable powers that the apostles                                           
had                                                                             
under the holy ghost and the visible                                            
manifestations of the holy ghost                                                
the nation of israel uh                                                         
it uh it rejects                                                                
the holy ghost and therefore                                                    
it came to destruction and                                                      
i think that is the sin of the holy                                             
ghost and uh                                                                    
that is uh what has been committed                                              
uh jesus again romans chapter 15 verse 8                                        
was a minister of the circumcision                                              
confirming the promises to                                                      
the fathers and so when he speaks in                                            
matthew chapter 12 he's speaking to the                                         
circumcision                                                                    
about the promises of the fathers that                                          
is it's a very jewish message that he's                                         
got                                                                             
and so it doesn't apply to the                                                  
dispensation of the age of grace in                                             
which there's neither jew nor gentile                                           
he's not dealing with a                                                         
nation anymore so i think the sin has                                           
been committed already                                                          
will not be committed again now could                                           
something similar be committed in the                                           
age of grace                                                                    
yes kind of similarly uh                                                        
a person today                                                                  
uh let's say they go to the they go to                                          
the uh                                                                          
to the hotel they open the drawer                                               
there's the gideon's bible that has been                                        
placed there                                                                    
they read the gospel presentation in it                                         
or they just start reading and                                                  
they they hear the gospel through the                                           
scriptures                                                                      
they know that maybe they start genesis                                         
chapter one they say okay                                                       
in the beginning god i believe there was                                        
a god in the beginning god created these                                        
things and                                                                      
it goes on through there and there's                                            
that acceptance of that uh kind of thing                                        
and then uh they said                                                           
you know they're not ready to do                                                
anything with it and so they don't do                                           
anything with                                                                   
it yet but then they go home                                                    
and maybe a independent fundamentalist                                          
preacher comes along                                                            
uh and knocks on their door and says uh                                         



hi i'm from the victory baptist church                                          
and i'd like to share                                                           
uh some good news with you jesus christ                                         
has died for your sins                                                          
and he was buried and he rose again in                                          
doing so he became lord of the dead and                                         
of the living and as lord of the dead                                           
and the living he's giving you                                                  
and offer you don't want to refuse                                              
though you can refuse it but you don't                                          
want to refuse this offer                                                       
and that is that as                                                             
lord of the dead and the living he's                                            
saying i'll not count your trespasses                                           
against you you can come                                                        
and enter into a relationship with god                                          
heaven can be your home someday                                                 
your uh you can enter into a right                                              
relationship with god                                                           
right here and right now by                                                     
grace the grace of god grace this                                               
undeserved gift                                                                 
i didn't deserve it you don't deserve it                                        
nobody deserves it                                                              
but in god's grace he's saying you know                                         
jesus is saying as lord of the dead and                                         
the living i can do whatever i want to                                          
do and graciously i want to offer                                               
eternal life                                                                    
and all you need to do is put faith                                             
in him do you believe that god created                                          
this world that mankind was separated                                           
through sin                                                                     
that only through the work of god a hand                                        
from god that                                                                   
pulls you out only in that way that                                             
you can be saved you can never bridge                                           
the gap yourself you can never                                                  
tithe your way into heaven you could                                            
never goodness your way into heaven you                                         
could never baptize your way into heaven                                        
but solely by saying i am trusting in                                           
the completed work of jesus christ and                                          
the offer that he is making                                                     
when you put your faith there then he                                           
gives to you                                                                    
eternal life would you like to receive                                          
that                                                                            
now let's just suppose that the guy says                                        
no not interested                                                               
okay now he's had the word and                                                  
he's had the presentation now let's                                             
suppose the holy spirit does come upon                                          
him                                                                             
and haunts him and and says                                                     
you know what the bible says you read it                                        
in that hotel room                                                              
you stole the bible actually which is                                           
probably what they want                                                         
you know what the bible says you know                                           
what that preacher says                                                         
come on man time to step up to the plate                                        



and they reject and reject and reject                                           
in a sense it's the same thing as this                                          
blasphemy of the holy spirit                                                    
uh but that's not what matthew's talking                                        
about                                                                           
that's just a um uh it happens to be                                            
similar to that excellent question thank                                        
you appreciate                                                                  
that uh phil uh                                                                 
bob says what was the name of the device                                        
you used to simulate the piano during                                           
the sunday service why                                                          
i am glad you asked it was actually                                             
quite simple i want to say it's this                                            
great uh new device but it's uh                                                 
called the internet uh i went right here                                        
to uh                                                                           
hymnal.net hymnal.net                                                           
and uh let's see uh what did we sing uh                                         
uh rescue the perishing                                                         
there we go uh and i just                                                       
uh clicked right there and uh                                                   
there it is and then i clicked play                                             
i don't know do we have any word music                                          
going through there                                                             
uh uh maybe he'll                                                               
maybe he'll turn on some music and we'll                                        
uh be there                                                                     
um oh here we go                                                                
jesus is merciful jesus will save oh                                            
and it's got the guitar chords right                                            
there for corey                                                                 
uh and uh all that so                                                           
uh that's all i did                                                             
um but it worked pretty good when our                                           
pianist our pianist                                                             
at our church happens to be a medical                                           
doctor family practitioner                                                      
and so she sees you know everybody                                              
coming in and going and                                                         
uh out of an abundance of caution she                                           
has said you know maybe i shouldn't be                                          
around large groups of people                                                   
uh and so uh this                                                               
became our pianist uh and might for a                                           
few weeks here we'll see there uh thank                                         
you uh                                                                          
now if we can just figure out how to get                                        
nathan to make that monitor work so that                                        
we could hear it                                                                
and sing right along with it we were                                            
having a few challenges there                                                   
uh not being able to quite hear the                                             
music                                                                           
i need the nathan cam on this morning                                           
and it's uh not                                                                 
uh stephen                                                                      
says there are eight parts of speech in                                         
english one of the parts of speech in                                           
coiny greek                                                                     
uh what are the what are the eight parts                                        
of speech in english                                                            



um what do you got subject                                                      
verb                                                                            
pronouns and other things                                                       
um in coin greek                                                                
you've got the accusative                                                       
which is the subject                                                            
you've got uh these                                                             
these all have to do with verbs actually                                        
you've got accusative verbs that                                                
excuse me with nouns accusative nouns                                           
are the                                                                         
subject you've got                                                              
i'm messing up all along nominative                                             
nouns are the subject                                                           
accusative are the direct object                                                
uh dative are the indirect object                                               
and genitive are the possessive                                                 
so uh actually those four are the main                                          
ones there's uh                                                                 
at least one more vocative which is when                                        
you're talking to someone                                                       
so you could take a word like randy                                             
and in the ending on                                                            
randy you would be able to tell                                                 
just by looking at that word                                                    
whether or not randy is the subject                                             
doing the action or he is the                                                   
direct object receiving the action                                              
or he is the indirect object indirectly                                         
receiving the action                                                            
or if he is the genitive possessing                                             
uh the whatever it may be the noun or                                           
even the action there                                                           
uh and uh in some of that so                                                    
uh but basically you still got you've                                           
got the nouns you've got the verbs but                                          
they're broken up then                                                          
into those uh really four kind of five                                          
uh parts of speech there which are very                                         
helpful when it comes to                                                        
uh using the uh the word uh                                                     
uh does the us and the we                                                       
that you just mentioned put me under                                            
first peter 2                                                                   
9 and restore me to the royal priesthood                                        
i think on each one of these books uh i                                         
want to go to uh                                                                
first uh peter chapter two verse nine                                           
uh ye are a chosen people                                                       
a royal priesthood now excellent uh                                             
excellent question because i need to                                            
bring this up uh from our conversation                                          
earlier                                                                         
i think that what we have here is that                                          
uh you have to take it                                                          
in each individual context                                                      
for them for the most part you can do                                           
that by book                                                                    
like the book of colossians or the book                                         
of first peter                                                                  
uh sometimes even within a book you have                                        
to narrow that down and you have to come                                        



a little closer because there may be                                            
a little section in which the yi or the                                         
wii u                                                                           
is someone somewhere else but you can't                                         
just take it across the board                                                   
in let's say all all epistles uh it is                                          
very contextual                                                                 
and so in first peter of course you'll                                          
have to go back                                                                 
and uh you'll have to look at okay                                              
who is who who are the ye                                                       
that he is referring to all through and                                         
i think you find that it's uh the 12                                            
tribes scattered abroad                                                         
so that does not put us back in                                                 
now in in pauline works                                                         
you typically but i think there would be                                        
some exceptions here and pauline works                                          
typically the ye is something that                                              
you could default and say that is                                               
talking about us                                                                
generally or uh the the church generally                                        
and that that might be a good first                                             
place to go but when you go                                                     
into passages like first peter                                                  
then i i think that uh                                                          
that that doesn't necessarily work                                              
uh okay let me check and see                                                    
how i am doing here i got uh two or                                             
three more questions                                                            
uh uh tabasco                                                                   
let's see um uh                                                                 
tabasco has a question here and                                                 
who are the all men i believe was                                               
in first timothy um                                                             
and                                                                             
let's first timothy chapter 2 verse 1                                           
probably um                                                                     
the all men again uh yeah who are                                               
who are all men in first uh timothy this                                        
is first timothy chapter two                                                    
i exhort therefore first of all                                                 
supplications prayers                                                           
intercessions and giving of thanks                                              
be made for all                                                                 
men let's look at the greek right here                                          
and see if we have anything so                                                  
i exhort got a subject and verb right                                           
built in together                                                               
therefore i exhort proton first first of                                        
all that means he's going to                                                    
exhort some other things as well uh                                             
to be made i exhort to be made to be                                            
made what's to be made supplications are                                        
to be made                                                                      
prayers are to be made intercessions are                                        
to be made thanksgivings are to be made                                         
who pair uh is                                                                  
the word uh let's see over let's see if                                         
bollinger has a definition for that uh                                          
first timothy chapter one                                                       
excuse me chapter two verse one and                                             



uh four he sends us to the appendix                                             
and um in the                                                                   
interest of uh looks like although                                              
uh there's a number of uh different we                                          
would have to look into that to                                                 
see exactly how he was using that but                                           
for                                                                             
all men now let's uh do one                                                     
further thing here let's search all men                                         
in the english not always the best way                                          
to do it                                                                        
but let's search all men in the english                                         
and 74 times let's uh                                                           
go just to                                                                      
the new testament um and narrow that                                            
down                                                                            
so we've got 62 times that we could                                             
study it here                                                                   
let's see let's go to first timothy                                             
uh so praying for all men                                                       
and first timothy 2 4 god would have                                            
all men to be saved 4 10 who is the                                             
savior of                                                                       
all men uh especially those that believe                                        
uh be gentle to all unto all men this is                                        
the                                                                             
requirements of a bishop apt to teach                                           
manifest to all men they shall proceed                                          
no further for their folly shall be                                             
manifest unto all men                                                           
and finally uh i                                                                
let's see all men but all men forsook me                                        
i pray god that it may not be laid to                                           
their charge                                                                    
i i am going to guess uh and the the                                            
the faithful thing to do would be look                                          
at all 64 of those times                                                        
uh and you could just look at the                                               
pauline times let me come back over here                                        
uh you notice that um                                                           
let's uh start from the beginning so you                                        
have uh there's                                                                 
mark luke john and                                                              
axe quite a few in acts but so the book                                         
of romans it starts right here of our 62                                        
you know i'm i'm just a wild-eyed guess                                         
here                                                                            
uh going down through even if you don't                                         
include hebrews                                                                 
you've got one two three four five uh                                           
i'm i'm gonna guess half of the all men                                         
are by paul                                                                     
so i would start there i'd start in                                             
timothy and work my way out to paul                                             
and then work my way out to the new                                             
testament to determine who they are                                             
but it looks to be pretty all-inclusive                                         
if you will that uh here                                                        
there is this uh let's come back to the                                         
first time we see this again                                                    
and that is uh chapter two verse one i                                          
exhort therefore first of all                                                   



supplications prayers intercessions and                                         
giving of thanks be made                                                        
for all men that is                                                             
you know pray intercede give thanks                                             
certainly i think and i think we could                                          
find this from paul's life                                                      
uh there are some concentric circles if                                         
you want to call them that                                                      
that is that i am going to pray for                                             
the men closest to me uh                                                        
before you know just general uh you know                                        
sort of like                                                                    
god bless the missionaries uh i that's                                          
not a bad prayer                                                                
but i'm gonna pray first of all for the                                         
missionaries that i know and love                                               
uh and uh carried that out i think                                              
that's just a a practical matter                                                
uh and then i see                                                               
uh you know for in verse five uh who                                            
have                                                                            
all men to be saved and come to the                                             
knowledge of the truth again i don't                                            
know that that                                                                  
limits anybody or takes anybody out of                                          
that so                                                                         
i would take all men just pretty bluntly                                        
to be all men and if the plain sense                                            
makes common sense                                                              
uh seek no other sense and                                                      
that's uh uh                                                                    
so i appreciate that okay i think we're                                         
at the last question of the day                                                 
maybe i'll double check here when i'm                                           
all done make sure i didn't miss any on                                         
facebook or anything                                                            
but gary says will there be anyone added                                        
to the body of christ after the rapture                                         
i know there will be people converted                                           
during the tribulation                                                          
uh i don't i don't think there will be                                          
added to the body of christ i think that                                        
uh the age of grace ends                                                        
with the rapture now with that                                                  
uh the one thing that i would uh                                                
question the assumptions on your                                                
question                                                                        
but let's start here if the age of grace                                        
ends                                                                            
at the rapture the age of grace                                                 
is you might be able to call it the age                                         
of the body of christ                                                           
that is to say that after the rapture                                           
you cannot be added to the body of                                              
christ                                                                          
this thing we call sometimes the church                                         
you can't be added to that because                                              
that has ended however remember                                                 
in like romans chapter 16 it talks about                                        
andronicus and junius were in                                                   
christ before me so there were people                                           
who are                                                                         



in christ then there's the body of                                              
christ                                                                          
and afterwards there will be people in                                          
christ as well                                                                  
you could probably even say 144 000. so                                         
uh being in christ is not the same                                              
as being in the body of christ                                                  
they are going to have an eternal reward                                        
and they are going to be in a right                                             
relationship with god                                                           
but they're coming into it a different                                          
way the requirements are different it's                                         
a completely different thing                                                    
as it was for andronicus and junius and                                         
the churches in judea who are in christ                                         
before me                                                                       
and as it will be those who are after                                           
the rapture                                                                     
so uh in in a sloppy sense i could say                                          
oh yeah there will be those who are                                             
converted after the rapture and they are                                        
uh they're in christ like we are but                                            
there is                                                                        
always a distinction i think that from                                          
paul at the beginning of the                                                    
body of christ up through the rapture                                           
is a very unique set of circumstances                                           
that was a mystery and it will be taken                                         
out of here like a mystery as well and                                          
then it goes back to what we could call                                         
the prophetic circumstances the normal                                          
circumstances that                                                              
are there so when you say i know that                                           
people will be converted during the                                             
tribulation                                                                     
i would say yes they'll be converted in                                         
the sense that they will recognize                                              
jesus as messiah most of them being jews                                        
maybe you could argue all of them being                                         
jews but i'm not totally sure you could                                         
but there is this definite                                                      
turning towards jesus as messiah and                                            
aligning with him and doing the things                                          
that will be required of that day to be                                         
in a right relationship with him                                                
and even enduring to the end to be saved                                        
so it would be a little bit sloppy to                                           
refer to them                                                                   
the same as us just like it's sloppy to                                         
refer to those who are in christ before                                         
us                                                                              
before paul in the same way as from paul                                        
onward paul is the pattern                                                      
andronicus and junius in in romans 15 16                                        
were not the pattern they were uh a part                                        
of                                                                              
the production from a different day and                                         
uh                                                                              
uh here we have who was the pattern in                                          
the that day moses i'm i'm not sure that                                        
the message is given there but                                                  
uh uh we have that there and we have                                            



that uh in a different                                                          
uh way there thank you gary i always                                            
appreciate your questions                                                       
and i'm out of time but let me say just                                         
a couple of things one is                                                       
uh that uh this uh new book will be on                                          
dispensational publishing for                                                   
40 questions about islam you'll be able                                         
to get that this week and                                                       
there'll just be a good sale of some                                            
things like this                                                                
uh a handbook of biblical chronology i                                          
really like                                                                     
this book it it explains time if                                                
you if you want the history of time what                                        
almost would have been a better                                                 
name for the book is a history of time                                          
uh all of part one is about                                                     
how did they measure time uh i think                                            
it's interesting                                                                
part two has to do with actual                                                  
chronological issues in the bible                                               
and uh there's an index and it becomes                                          
very uh                                                                         
helpful and i don't have the price of                                           
that here in front of me either but                                             
it'll be 30 off this week along with a                                          
number of others i got some space on the                                        
shelf                                                                           
i gotta clear it out make way for the                                           
new so we're gonna have a sale this week                                        
so don't buy today by tomorrow                                                  
or maybe late today when the sale goes                                          
on click the sale button if there's a                                           
bunch of stuff there then                                                       
you're good and you'll see that                                                 
always good to be with you and                                                  
i hope you'll consider it bad news and                                          
that is                                                                         
that uh this is the only day this week                                          
we're gonna have ask the theologian                                             
so sorry about that i am making a quick                                         
trip                                                                            
wednesday thursday friday and uh we'll                                          
be out of the studio and unable to                                              
broadcast we will do our wednesday night                                        
broadcast                                                                       
we will not do our thursday night                                               
broadcast that'll be                                                            
postponed so uh join us back tomorrow                                           
night for wednesday i'll be                                                     
doing it it will be pre-recorded uh and                                         
we'll look forward to you there but then                                        
i'll be back with you in the pulpit on                                          
sunday morning sorry got a little bit of                                        
business i need to go take care of on                                           
some dispensational publishing stuff and                                        
so i'll be out for a few days                                                   
uh but uh we'll be uh back with you                                             
and i always appreciate uh your prayers                                         
your encouragement and every now and                                            
then you click the donate button at                                             



randywhiteministries.org that's always                                          
nice too                                                                        
uh let us know if you need anything                                             
randy randywhiteministries.org                                                  
the best i look forward to seeing you                                           
soon you don't need a reason to live                                            
get you an african violet that's what                                           
you need it's going to bloom someday                                            
promise it's going to bloom someday                                             
we're going to get there we'll all                                              
they'll be rejoicing in the streets when                                        
it blooms                                                                       
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


